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INTRODUCTION

T
he Great Recession that took hold in 2008 forced thousands of American 

employers to confront difficult decisions in order to keep their businesses afloat. 

Many companies were compelled for the first time to consider laying off employees as a 

cost-cutting strategy. Fortunately, in about a third of states, employers facing uncertain 

financial futures were able to access an alternative to layoffs, known as work-sharing.

Work-sharing, or short-time compensation (STC),1 is a form of unemployment insurance 

(UI) that gives employers the option of reducing employees’ hours instead of cutting their 

workforce during a business slowdown. For example, a business may determine it needs to 

reduce personnel costs by laying off five employees until business improves. Under work-

sharing, the employer could instead reduce the hours of 25 employees by 20 percent, 

and those workers would receive a pro-rated UI payment for their one day per week of 

unemployment, while maintaining any existing health and retirement benefits. By opting 

for work-sharing, the business is able to operate during a downturn without losing valued 

employees and is better positioned to ramp back up when economic conditions improve.

Work-sharing has never been utilized as much in the United States as in other industrialized 

nations in Europe. But the American experience since 2008 has demonstrated that work-

sharing can be a critical item in an employer’s human-resources toolkit for dealing with 

temporary declines in demand for products or services. For states, work-sharing can be 

a key component of an economic policy that discourages the use of layoffs and instead 

encourages the retention of employees through the ebb and flow of business cycles. Using 

data from the U.S. Department of Labor, the Center for Economic and Policy Research 

estimates that from 2008 to 2013, more than half a million jobs were saved by employers 

using work-sharing as an alternative to layoffs.2 A growing consensus of economists has 

identified work-sharing as an important means to preventing long-term unemployment 

and/or mitigating its corresponding negative consequences on the economy. (See “Broad 

Economic Support for Work-Sharing” on page 15.)3

Interest in work-sharing has increased dramatically in the past five years. Eleven states 

have passed work-sharing laws, bringing the total to 28 states.4 Congress passed federal 

legislation in 2012 that set national program standards and offered federal grants to states 

for implementing new programs, improving the operational efficiency of existing programs, 

and promoting enrollment and marketing of work-sharing to employers and workers.5 

Twenty-six states have passed conforming state legislation that will enable them to apply 

for these grants by the current deadline of December 31, 2014. (See Figure 1 for information 

about available grant dollars by state.) 
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Work-sharing has the potential to dramatically re-shape 

the ways in which employers respond to business 

contractions. In an economy in which job-losers face a 

much higher probability of prolonged joblessness and 

must often take substantial pay cuts when they find new 

jobs, states should be promoting layoff prevention as 

smart economic policy. Employers should be provided 

the option of using the unemployment insurance costs 

they would otherwise incur in an alternative way that 

enables them to temporarily reduce hours and save 

workers’ jobs.

The purpose of this paper is to provide states with 

recommendations for using federal grants to build, 

improve, and promote work-sharing programs in a 

way that will increase interest and participation from 

employers facing temporary economic downturns. The 

paper begins with an examination of the program’s 

relatively low U.S. take-up rate (compared to other 

countries) and variation between states, and highlights 

some factors identified by researchers as having either 

promoted or inhibited usage of work-sharing. 

The remainder of the paper makes recommendations 

to states for improving program effectiveness 

and increasing promotion and enrollment. These 

recommendations are based largely on the best 

practices and survey responses of those states that 

have been most successful in increasing work-sharing 

take-up.6 

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR 
A ROBUST WORK-SHARING 
PROGRAM

Improving Work-Sharing Program Efficiency  

and Effectiveness: 

1.   Invest in automation upgrades that integrate 

work-sharing with existing UI systems.  Applica-

tions should provide employers with maximum 

flexibility to make changes.

2.  Employ a work-sharing coordinator or manager.

3.  Dedicate staff resources to ensure prompt pro-

cessing of employer applications.

4.  Streamline weekly claim-filing process. 

5.  Leverage work-sharing with classroom-type train-

ing to ensure employees acquire skills required by 

operational shifts.

6.  Improve tracking of employers and participants, 

and generate metrics that will inform decisions 

about how best to target work-sharing outreach.

7.   Recognize good-faith efforts of businesses try-

ing to navigate uncertain conditions by extending 

work-sharing plans up to one year.

Promoting and Marketing Work-Sharing  

Programs: 

1.  The USDOL work-sharing website should be the 

first stop for state administrators seeking to in-

crease employer participation.

2.  The states that have been most successful in 

marketing work-sharing have websites with clear 

explanations of the program and how to apply.

3.  Business interest in the work-sharing program has 

spiked in states where there has been well-pub-

licized support and endorsement from the state’s 

executive administration, especially the governor.

4.  Partner with business groups and economic devel-

opment agencies.

5.  Promote work-sharing through other employer 

communications, including routine UI communica-

tions.

6.  Promote work-sharing as a layoff-aversion tool 

through the state’s rapid-response system.

7.  Conduct industry research to identify employers 

that may derive some value from work-sharing at a 

future date.
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*VA: Sunset provisions in Virginia legislation may raise issue regarding state qualification for grant dollars.

**OK: Repeal of Oklahoma work-sharing law effective November 1, 2014.

***NE: Nebraska passed conforming legislation in 2014 (LB961) with an effective date in 2016, too late to qualify for federal grant.

Source: U.S. Department of Labor, Employment and Training Administration.

Figure 1: 24 States Still Have Not Passed Legislation Necessary to Claim $29 Million in Federal Grants
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These 26 states have passed the 

conforming legislation necessary to 

claim a combined $70 million (out of 

$99 million) in federal work-sharing 

grants.

These 24 states have not passed 

the conforming legislation necessary 

to meet the current deadline of Dec. 

31, 2014 for claiming $29 million in 

federal work-sharing grants.

New Bill Would Give States One More Year to Qualify.  

On September 18, 2014, Senator Jack Reed (D-RI) and Repre-

sentative Rosa DeLauro (D-CT) introduced the Layoff Preven-

tion Extension Act of 2014. This legislation would extend  

federal financing of work-sharing benefits by one year to  

August 22, 2016, and would extend the deadline for states 

to enact conforming laws and apply for federal work-sharing 

grants by one year to December 31, 2015. 

http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/BILLS-113s2906is/pdf/BILLS-113s2906is.pdf
http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/BILLS-113s2906is/pdf/BILLS-113s2906is.pdf
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T
he scale of work-sharing in the United States is 

very small relative to most countries with similar 

programs. In 2009, the year layoffs reached their peak 

in the United States, just 17 states had work-sharing 

programs. All of them had been in place since 1994.7 

Over the course of the economic recovery, 11 more 

states enacted work-sharing laws; only four of these 

reported paying any benefits by the end of 2013.8 As 

of the end of the 2014 legislative sessions, 26 states 

with work-sharing programs had also conformed to 

the new federal requirements established in the Layoff 

Prevention Act of 2012 (Subtitle D of Title II of the 

Middle Class Tax Relief and Job Creation Act).

States report work-sharing usage in two ways. One 

measure reflects the number of people who work 

a reduced schedule in a week and receive a work-

sharing payment to make up for the lost income. 

For example, 100 people experience a 20 percent 

reduction in their schedule, working 32 hours instead 

of 40 hours per week. These workers represent 100 

weekly claims or benefit payments. A second measure 

adjusts this figure to its full-time equivalent (FTE), so 

that usage can better be compared to regular program 

claims levels and other employment metrics. This is 

done by multiplying the number of weekly payments 

by the percentage reduction in work-hours. In the 

above example, 100 workers who work 20 percent 

fewer hours and in turn claim 20 percent of the benefit 

payment they would have received had they been 

unemployed one full week, represent 20 full weeks of 

benefit payments. 

Table 1 shows the number of FTE work-sharing claims 

as a percent of regular UI claims in the 21 states that 

reported paying benefits between 2007 and 2013, 

including the 17 long-standing programs, and for the 

entire United States. Figures are shown for selected 

years between 2007 and 2013 and for the two prior 

recessions. In this time period, FTE claims for work-

sharing averaged just 0.5 percent of regular UI claims 

in the states with programs and just 0.3 percent in the 

United States.9 Like layoffs, FTE claims reached their 

peak of just 0.9 percent of regular claims among the 17 

programs in 2009, and just 0.4 percent of total claims 

paid out nationally, with significant variation by state. 

Rhode Island consistently had the highest rate among 

all states; its average rate was 2.2 percent over this 

period, and peaked at 4.1 percent in 2009. Ten states 

had rates of 1.0 percent or higher in 2009. Washington, 

Missouri, and Kansas also reported higher-than-

average claims levels (ranging from 1.0 to 1.4 percent) 

over the entire seven-year period. Although these rates 

appear small by most standards, they indicate greater 

employer participation during the Great Recession 

than in the two prior recessions; from 2001 to 2002, for 

example, FTE claims equaled or exceeded 1.0 percent 

of regular claims only in Rhode Island and Vermont. 

Table 2 presents work-sharing benefits paid as a 

percent of regular UI benefits paid for the same 21 

states, and for the United States. As in Table 1, work-

sharing was larger in scale during the Great Recession 

than in prior recessions. Furthermore, work-sharing 

benefits paid made up a greater share of regular UI 

benefits paid than did claims. In 2009, work-sharing 

benefits in the 17 original states peaked at an average 

of 1.3 percent of regular UI benefits. In Rhode Island, 

work-sharing benefits represented 9.7 percent of 

regular UI benefits, and in Vermont, 2.1 percent. 

I. WORK-SHARING TAKE-UP IN THE UNITED STATES 
DURING THE GREAT RECESSION
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State 2013 2011 2009 2007 2002 2001 1992 1991

Arizona 0.1% 0.2% 0.5% 0.2% 0.2% 0.6% 0.7% 0.4%

Arkansas 0.0% 0.0% NA 0.0% NA NA 0.7% 0.1%

California 0.6% 0.9% 1.0% 0.3% 0.5% 0.4% 0.7% 0.5%

Colorado 0.1% 0.0% -- -- -- -- -- --

Connecticut 0.3% 0.3% 1.6% 0.1% 0.5% 0.4% 0.0% --

Florida 0.0% 0.1% 0.2% 0.0% 0.1% 0.1% 0.2% 0.2%

Iowa 0.1% 0.3% 1.1% NA 0.2% 0.0% 0.0% 0.1%

Kansas 0.3% 0.5% 2.5% 0.3% 0.5% 0.9% 0.6% 0.7%

Maine 0.0% -- -- -- -- -- -- --

Maryland 0.1% 0.1% 0.2% NA NA NA 0.1% 0.1%

Massachusetts 0.1% 0.1% 0.8% 0.1% 0.4% 0.1% 0.1% NA

Minnesota 0.1% 0.2% 0.8% 0.2% 0.5% 0.3% -- --

Missouri 0.9% 1.0% 1.6% 0.7% 0.5% 0.8% 0.3% 0.4%

New Hampshire 0.2% 0.1% -- -- -- -- -- --

New York 0.3% 0.4% 1.1% 0.1% 0.4% 0.5% 0.2% 0.2%

Oregon 0.2% 0.3% 1.0% 0.1% 0.2% 0.2% 0.1% 0.1%

Pennsylvania 0.0% -- -- -- -- -- -- --

Rhode Island 0.9% 2.0% 4.1% 1.0% 1.4% 1.4% 0.6% 0.0%

Texas 0.2% 0.4% 0.5% 0.3% 0.1% 0.1% 0.1% 0.1%

Vermont 0.1% 0.3% 1.5% 0.9% 1.3% 1.0% 0.1% 0.3%

Washington 0.6% 1.3% 1.3% 0.1% 0.3% 0.3% 0.1% 0.1%

W-S states 0.3% 0.5% 0.9% 0.2% 0.4% 0.4% 0.3% 0.3%

United States 0.2% 0.3% 0.4% 0.1% 0.2% 0.2% 0.2% 0.1%

Table 1: FTE Work-Sharing Claims as % of Regular UI Claims

Note: NA means data not available. ‘--’ means the program did not yet exist in the state.  NJ and MI enacted work-sharing 
in 2012, with effective dates of July 1, 2012 and January 1, 2013, respectively, but did not report paying any benefits over 
this period.

Source: NELP analysis of ETA 5159, Claims and Payment Activities data.
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State 2013 2011 2009 2007 2002 2001 1992 1991

Arizona 0.2% 0.3% 0.6% 0.3% 0.4% 0.7% 0.5% 0.4%

Arkansas 0.1% 0.1% 1.0% 0.0% NA NA 0.7% 0.2%

California 0.9% 1.4% 1.5% 0.6% 0.8% 0.7% 0.6% 0.6%

Colorado 0.1% 0.0% -- -- -- -- -- --

Connecticut 0.6% 0.8% 2.0% 0.2% 0.6% 0.5% 0.0% --

Florida 0.1% 0.1% 0.2% 0.0% 0.1% 0.1% 0.2% 0.2%

Iowa 0.1% 0.3% 1.3% NA 0.2% 0.0% 0.2% 0.2%

Kansas 0.3% 0.5% 3.0% 0.3% 0.5% 1.0% 0.6% 0.8%

Maine 0.0% -- -- -- -- -- -- --

Maryland 0.0% 0.1% NA NA NA NA NA NA

Massachusetts 0.1% 0.2% 0.9% 0.1% 0.5% 0.2% 0.1% NA

Minnesota 0.2% 0.2% 1.0% 0.2% 0.5% 0.3% -- --

Missouri 1.1% 1.1% 1.8% 0.8% 0.6% 0.8% 0.4% 0.4%

New Hampshire 0.1% 0.1% -- -- -- -- -- --

New York 0.3% 0.4% 0.9% 0.2% 0.4% 0.5% 0.4% 0.3%

Oregon 0.3% 0.4% 1.4% 0.1% 0.3% 0.3% 0.1% 0.1%

Pennsylvania 0.0% -- -- -- -- -- -- --

Rhode Island 1.1% 2.4% 9.7% 0.9% 1.6% 1.7% 0.7% 0.0%

Texas 0.2% 0.4% 0.5% 0.3% 0.1% 0.1% 0.1% 0.1%

Vermont 0.2% 0.3% 2.1% 1.0% 1.7% 1.3% 0.1% NA

Washington 0.6% 1.5% 1.6% 0.2% 0.3% 0.4% 0.2% 0.1%

W-S states 0.4% 0.7% 1.3% 0.4% 0.5% 0.5% 0.4% 0.3%

United States 0.3% 0.4% 0.6% 0.2% 0.2% 0.2% 0.2% 0.1%

Table 2: Work-Sharing Benefits Paid as % of Regular UI Benefits Paid

Note: NA means data not available. ‘--’ means the program did not yet exist in the state.  NJ and MI enacted work-sharing 
in 2012, with effective dates of July 1, 2012 and January 1, 2013, respectively, but did not report paying any benefits over 
this period.

Source: NELP analysis of ETA 5159, Claims and Payment Activities data.
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Despite this increased activity during the Great 

Recession, the scope of U.S. work-sharing is limited 

when compared with most other countries with work-

sharing programs. Research shows that FTE work-

sharing beneficiaries in the 17 states with established 

programs represented just 0.2 percent of private-

sector workers in 2009, compared to significantly 

greater percentages in Belgium (5.6 percent), Italy 

(3.3 percent), and Germany (3.2 percent).10 Similarly, 

U.S. work-sharing beneficiaries were just 0.2 percent 

of unemployed workers between 2007 and 2011, 

compared to 16.9 percent in Italy, 11.3 percent in 

Belgium, and 4.1 percent in Germany.11 

Despite the program’s limited scope, claims activity 

suggests the program responded very sensitively 

to the Great Recession, with sharper peaks and 

troughs than reflected in other unemployment and UI 

program metrics. Like regular UI initial claims, work-

sharing initial claims peaked in March 2009, while 

monthly unemployment peaked in the first half of 

2010, suggesting the program can serve as a leading 

indicator of labor-market health.12
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Establishment of a short-time compensation (STC) program in California 

prior to enactment of temporary federal program. 

Enactment of a temporary (three-year) federal program under the Tax 

Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act (P.L. 97-248). The 1982 legislation 

defined requirements for a “qualified employer plan” under which there is a 

reduction in work hours rather than a temporary layoff. These requirements 

included continuation of health and retirement benefits and union consent. 

The U.S. Department of Labor issues UI Program Letter 39-83 to provide 

model legislative language for state STC programs. This guidance set 

the parameters for many state STC programs and continued to be used 

following the expiration of the temporary federal program. 

Enactment of permanent STC legislation with the Unemployment 

Compensation Amendments of 1992 (UCA, P.L. 102-318). The 1992 

legislation included five elements in the definition of STC, but left out the 

requirements for a “qualified employer plan,” including the provisions 

related to fringe benefits and union consent. Following the passage of the 

1992 legislation, the U.S. Department of Labor interpreted the five elements 

of the STC definition as the only authorized exceptions to the requirements 

of federal UI law. There were 17 state work-sharing programs in place by 

1992 (Arizona, Arkansas, California, Connecticut, Florida, Iowa, Kansas, 

Maryland, Massachusetts, Minnesota, Missouri, New York, Oregon, Rhode 

Island, Texas, Vermont and Washington). None were enacted again until the 

Great Recession prompted a surge in work-sharing activity from 2008 to 

2010.

Work-sharing claims activity increases ten-fold in the 17 states with active 

work-sharing programs.

Colorado, New Hampshire, and Oklahoma enact work-sharing laws.

Maine and Pennsylvania enact work-sharing laws.

Enactment of the Layoff Prevention Act of 2012. Establishes federal 

definition of short-time compensation and provides federal reimbursements 

and incentive grants to states with conforming work-sharing laws. Michigan 

and New Jersey enact work-sharing laws.

Ohio and Wisconsin enact work-sharing laws.

Virginia and Nebraska enact work-sharing laws. Oklahoma repeals work-

sharing law. Twenty-six states conform laws to federal standards included 

in Layoff Prevention Act of 2012. Washington and Ohio become first states 

to receive federal work-sharing grants under the Layoff Prevention Act of 

2012.
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BRIEF HISTORY OF WORK-SHARING  
IN THE UNITED STATES
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A
variety of factors are associated with take-up of 

work-sharing programs in the states. First, certain 

long-held requirements regarding program design and 

administration have discouraged states from adopting 

work-sharing programs and limited the number 

of participating employers and workers in states 

where the program has been adopted. Secondly, a 

considerable lack of employer-outreach activity in the 

states has also discouraged participation, as discussed 

later in this section.

A. FINANCING PROVISIONS THAT MAY DISCOUR-

AGE EMPLOYER PARTICIPATION. Unemployment  

insurance (UI) tax rates are experience-rated, meaning  

employers with more layoffs and more employees 

drawing benefits generally pay higher taxes. There-

fore, one would expect that employers seeking to  

minimize UI charges would favor systems like work- 

sharing that provide only partial benefits during  

periods of reduced demand for their goods and  

services. Besides reducing the costs to recruit, hire, 

and train workers once normal business resumes, 

work-sharing affords employers greater control over 

UI charges by reducing schedules only as required  

by production demand in any given week.

The Layoff Prevention Act now requires that states 

charge work-sharing benefits in the same manner 

that regular UI benefits are charged. However, state 

experience-rating of UI taxes is incomplete, meaning 

an employer’s tax liability does not match the value 

of benefits paid to employees dollar for dollar.13 Emp-

loyers normally repay benefit charges over a number of 

years, and states do not charge interest on remaining 

balances; nor do they credit interest to employers with 

positive balances. In addition, significant shares of 

benefits are not charged to employers at all. Finally, 

states have minimum and maximum tax rates; for some 

employers at the high end, the cost of an additional 

layoff may be negligible.14  

That work-sharing benefits are charged to emp-

loyers like regular UI benefits may negatively 

impact participation in states with active programs. 

Recognizing this potential barrier, the 2012 federal 

legislation reimbursed states for all work-sharing 

benefits paid through August 22, 2015. States have 

the option of relieving participating employers of 

charges for any work-sharing benefits paid during this 

period, thus eliminating any UI tax consequences for 

employers who elect to utilize work-sharing instead  

of layoffs.

In interpreting the federal-law requirement that work-

sharing and regular UI benefits be charged in the 

same manner, the U.S. Department of Labor has issued 

guidance to states that allows for a number of state 

UI tax provisions that effectively discourage employer 

participation.15 These include:

(1)   Excluding employers with negative unemployment 

experience from participating in work-sharing;

(2)   Excluding employers paying the maximum tax rate 

from participating in work-sharing; and

(3)  Excluding employers that are subject to a “new 

employer” tax rate from participating in work-

sharing.16

These provisions are intended to give states tools 

to prevent employers from taking undue financial 

advantage of existing experience-rating features of 

II. FACTORS ASSOCIATED WITH WORK-SHARING  
TAKE-UP IN THE UNITED STATES 
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state UI law. The policy behind excluding employers 

with maximum tax rates or negative balances from 

participation is based on the idea that these employers 

have paid less in UI taxes than the benefits paid out 

to laid-off workers, and to allow them to participate 

in work-sharing would give them an additional tax 

advantage. (Currently, seven state UI programs prohibit 

employers with high experience rates or negative 

account balances from participating in work-sharing.)17 

Although these provisions are intended to minimize 

abuse of the UI program, they effectively discourage 

participation by the businesses that could most benefit 

from work-sharing. Negative-balance high-layoff 

employers may well be those businesses that are most 

at risk of financial downturn. If state UI law permits an 

employer with an extensive record of layoffs to cap out 

at a certain tax rate and effectively incur no additional 

costs for layoffs, it is not clear what policy objective 

is achieved by taking away the work-sharing option 

from this employer. In effect, these exclusions deprive 

many of those businesses that could most benefit from 

the opportunity to shift their business model toward 

strategic schedule reductions and away from layoffs. 

B. BENEFITS FEATURES THAT MAY INFLUENCE 

SUPPORT FROM WORKERS. Another feature influ-

encing take-up of work-sharing is the fact that state UI 

programs count work-sharing benefits against an indi-

vidual’s maximum entitlement. Even though the pay-

ments are partial in most cases, they are still deducted 

dollar-for-dollar from the pool of benefits for which an 

individual is potentially eligible in a benefit year. As a 

result, workers may be reluctant to participate and feel 

compelled to “store up” benefits if they anticipate be-

coming totally unemployed in the near term. By con-

trast, employees participating in shared-work programs 

in most European countries and Canada are treated as 

though they are still employed.18

Furthermore, in the same way that program experts 

have noted the adverse impact of not permitting 

employers with poor experience-rating to participate 

in work-sharing, the fact that part-time and temporary 

workers have historically been prohibited from 

participating may also help to explain the low take-up 

rates in states with programs.19 The Layoff Prevention 

Act of 2012 does not include a provision that explicitly 

forecloses participation of part-time workers, which 

may contribute to program growth in industries where 

full-time schedules are typically less than 40 hours per 

week.

C. DESIGN/ADMINISTRATIVE FEATURES. State agen-

cies have established procedures for employers par-

ticipating in work-sharing that are potentially more bur-

densome than for traditional layoffs. First, employers 

that anticipate layoffs must typically submit an appli-

cation describing why they need to reduce schedules, 

the expected number of affected employees and work-

hour reductions, and the estimated number of layoffs 

that would have occurred without work-sharing.20 The 

reduction must not exceed 60 percent but cannot be 

less than 10 percent. The agency must approve the 

plan before the workers can receive payments. 

By comparison, in Germany and Italy, employers can 

initiate work-sharing plans without first receiving agency 

approval. They also can administer benefits through 

their payroll systems with eventual reimbursement by 

the UI agency.21 Experts have also noted the burden on 

workers of having to file weekly or bi-weekly claims for 

work-sharing benefits through the state agency, usually 

through the telephone or the internet (like regular UI 

benefits).22 The method of payment in Germany and 

Italy, through the employer, prevents workers from 

having to interact with the agency. Presumably, such a 

feature encourages greater participation. 

Another feature associated with employer participation 

is administrative flexibility, in terms of the scale of the 

reduction in work-hours and how the reduction is 

distributed across employees. Agencies could boost 

participation by permitting employers to rotate the 

pool of affected employees, to allow reductions based 

on individual employee preferences, and to modify 

the overall volume of the work-hours reduction while a 

plan is in effect to accommodate changes in business 
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Oregon Aero is a small family-owned manufacturer whose products include all types of 

aircraft seating systems, aviation headgear, and portable cushion systems. The com-

pany’s largest customers are government law-enforcement agencies, such as the De-

partment of Homeland Security. Oregon Aero’s 60-person workforce designs, tests, 

and manufactures all its products at its facility in Scappoose, Oregon.

In April 2013, facing declining sales and 

business uncertainties due to the impact of 

federal budget sequestration, the company 

determined it needed to reduce about 20 

percent of its labor costs. For Mike and Jude 

Dennis, who founded Oregon Aero in 1989, 

this posed an unprecedented challenge. As 

Mike points out, “Our employees are highly 

skilled, specialized, and experienced. Because 

we have invested a lot of time and money in 

their training, they are extremely productive 

and hard to replace. As a result, we knew how 

difficult and expensive it would be when we eventually came out of the downturn and 

had to recruit and train employees to replace those lost during a temporary layoff. In 

our history, we have never laid off an employee for economic reasons.”

The solution for Oregon Aero came in the form of the Oregon Work Share program, 

which allowed the company to avoid layoffs by reducing the schedules of all workers 

by 20 percent (one day) during the period of business slowdown. Lisa Maxim, the 

company’s human resources manager who was responsible for administering the 

program, calls work-sharing a “win-win” for employer and employees. 

“The benefits are enormous. We preserve valued employee talent and experience, 

while workers maintain fringe benefits and employment status with a minor differential 

in pay in the form of pro-rated unemployment insurance. We did not lay off a single 

worker during the downturn and ramped back up easily when business returned to its 

former levels. In addition, there has been a tremendous payoff in employee morale that 

comes from committing to the company’s workforce during tough times. And, of course, 

having fully trained workers when the business cycle turns up really does translate into 

a competitive advantage.” 

Maxim says that other states that are designing or re-designing their work-share 

programs should follow Oregon’s lead and consider the employer’s perspective and 

MAKING WORK-SHARING WORK: 
ONE EMPLOYER’S STORY

Pictured are Lisa Maxim, Human Resources 

Manager and Mike Dennis, President and Chief 

Executive Officer of Oregon Aero
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needs. “For a business owner to sign on to a government program that will effectively 

be integrated into its payroll operations, the state needs to promise that there will 

not be lots of problem cases, disruptions, or delays. Oregon’s program, while not yet 

highly automated, operates efficiently with a minimum of red tape. The basic employer 

application is simple and straightforward. The weekly claims are transmitted at the 

beginning of the week, and employees receive their work-sharing payments within a 

few days. Predictability is important to our employees, and so it is important to us.”

Ms. Maxim outlined these three features as key to a successful work-sharing program:

• Make sure the filing requirements are easy for workers to understand and for HR 

professionals to explain.

• To the extent possible, minimize exceptions to the rules. The program is most 

successful when employees view it as an extension of the payroll process and 

when they receive their payments on a regular schedule each week.

• Provide employers with flexibility in their plans to adapt to fluctuating business 

demands. Ms. Maxim explains: “We may initially expect that all workers will need 

to work a four-day schedule for the next two months. But if a surprise new order 

means most of the workers are needed full-time for a few weeks, we will want 

to take some or most workers off Work Share. In turn, we may need to put them 

back on the program after the order is filled. The beauty of Oregon Work Share 

is that it sets guidelines but lets us utilize the program in a way that is consistent 

with changing business conditions.”

Lisa Maxim believes that all states should offer work-sharing. “It may not be the answer 

for every business, but for employers who expect a downturn to be temporary and who 

want their workforce to emerge strong and intact on the other side, it is an invaluable 

option.”
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activity.23 The extent to which the administrative agency 

permits employers to increase the duration of an active 

work-sharing plan in response to shifting business 

activity could also help to encourage participation. 

For example, German employers were authorized to 

have plans in place for up to 18 months in 2008, and 

24 months in 2009, up from six months during non-

recession periods.24

D. IMPORTANCE OF EMPLOYER OUTREACH. Apart 

from features of program design, actions by various 

stakeholders, such as state agency officials, legisla-

tors, and employers, are known to strongly influence 

business take-up. A major national work-sharing evalu-

ation in 1997 found that a lack of information helped 

account for the low rate of participation among em-

ployers in states with active programs in the 1990’s.25 

The same problem likely contributes to low awareness 

among workers facing a layoff.26

The program literature notes the importance of using 

media advertisements and agency websites to promote 

work-sharing among business leaders and conducting 

site visits to employers contemplating or engaged in 

layoffs. In addition, having employers that benefited 

from work-sharing publicly endorse the program, 

especially with other employers, is essential.27

Research often singles out the promotional efforts 

of administrators in Rhode Island, where take-up is 

consistently higher than in other states, as Tables 

1 and 2 show. The state UI agency implemented 

an aggressive marketing strategy over the Great 

Recession. Key features of that effort include having an 

agency representative dedicated to fielding questions 

from employers in a quick timeframe, accessible 

presentation materials, and strong support from the 

governor, state legislators, and outside agencies 

with which employers may interact, like chambers of 

commerce or economic development agencies.28 

Recognizing the importance of employer outreach and 

the fact that few states even advertise their programs, 

the 2012 federal legislation provides grants to states 

specifically for promotional activities. In conjunction 

with the federal effort, the Department of Labor has 

developed a program website featuring a Business 

Outreach Toolkit, which includes customizable 

templates and sample employer-outreach materials 

from states. 

http://stc.workforce3one.org/business-outreach-toolkit
http://stc.workforce3one.org/business-outreach-toolkit
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R
esponsible business planning at the start of an 

economic downturn involves a range of decisions 

about how to withstand reduced demand for products 

or services while keeping the employer’s operations 

vital and nimble enough to respond to further changes. 

Unsurprisingly, many businesses express doubts about 

the prospect of a government program like work-sharing 

being an effective tool in helping reduce personnel 

costs during a period of economic uncertainty. Those 

states that have succeeded in growing their programs 

have instituted measures that have minimized red tape 

and have made work-sharing easy to use. 

One-third of each state’s available federal short-time 

compensation (STC) grant dollars may be used to 

implement or improve a state STC program. As work-

sharing states apply for federal implementation grants, 

the following recommendations are offered based 

on the findings of researchers who have studied the 

program and best practices identified by state program 

administrators:

A. SMART USE OF AUTOMATION. Before the Layoff 

Prevention Act of 2012, there was no federal funding 

specifically dedicated to the administration of work-

sharing programs. Consequently, many state programs 

have not automated the intake and processing of 

employer plans and work-sharing claims to the same 

level as regular unemployment insurance claims. The 

resultant administrative burden has been identified by 

researchers as a deterrent to employer participation.29 

States should invest federal implementation grants 

in automation upgrades that more readily integrate 

work-sharing with existing UI systems and make 

participation more attractive to employers. In addition 

to electronic filing of weekly claims, states should 

design plan applications that provide employers with 

maximum flexibility to make changes in individual 

worker participation and hours reductions on a week-

to-week basis. 

B. PROGRAM COORDINATION AND STANDARDS. In 

order for work-sharing to grow as a viable alternative 

to layoffs and UI, it is important that the state UI agency 

employ a work-sharing coordinator or manager—an 

individual with specialized expertise in all aspects 

of the program. In addition to being the face of the 

program to employers and taking a leadership role 

in marketing, a program expert is a critical player in 

the implementation of process improvements. Since 

work-sharing has, to date, been largely “off the grid” 

in terms of federal oversight and UI quality standards, 

a program coordinator needs to apply first-hand 

operational experience to the development of new 

program-performance measures and benchmarks. 

Some states have committed to using *LEAN* process 

and quality-improvement tools to streamline work-

sharing activities. Being responsive to ideas from 

customers (i.e., employers and workers) about making 

the exchange of information more efficient will be 

central to transitioning from a traditional UI claims 

process to a new, more transparent form of payroll 

supplement.

C. Prompt Determination of Plan Approval. Employers 

that are trying to avert layoffs often only become 

aware of work-sharing when financial pressures make 

the need to cut costs urgent. States should establish 

timeliness standards for employer-plan approvals. This 

requires the dedication of staff resources sufficient to 

guarantee prompt processing of employer and worker 

information and confirmation of compliance with 

program standards and legal requirements.

III. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR IMPROVING  
WORK-SHARING PROGRAM EFFICIENCY  

AND EFFECTIVENESS
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BROAD ECONOMIC 
SUPPORT FOR  
WORK-SHARING

Economists view work-sharing as an effective policy 

tool to help preserve jobs and prevent extended dura-

tions of unemployment and the associated scarring 

effects on workers and the economy during recessions.  

“Worksharing and Long-Term Unemployment” 
Kevin A. Hassett and Michael R. Strain, April 2, 2014

“To the extent that work-sharing can keep some 

workers in jobs and out of long-term unemployment, 

it can increase potential output even after the 

recession passes . . . .  In this way, work-sharing can 

add to gross domestic product (GDP), increasing 

labor demand and household incomes in addition 

to simply spreading the recession-caused pain 

around.”

“The damage caused by long-term unemployment 

is severe, inflicting high economic and human 

costs.  Our current suite of policies is not up to the 

challenge . . . .  Other policies must be implemented, 

and work-sharing should be at the top of the list.”

Kevin Hassett is director of economic policy studies at 

the American Enterprise Institute.  Michael Strain is a 

resident scholar at the Institute.

 

“Short-Time Compensation as a Tool to 
Mitigate Job Loss? Evidence on the U.S. 
Experience during the Recent Recession”   
Katharine Abraham and Susan Houseman, August 2013

“Had all states been like Rhode Island in their use 

of short-time compensation, the average number 

of full-time-equivalent workers on STC in 2009 

would have been approximately ten times as large 

as the number actually observed. . . .  And had 

the average take-up rate been similar to that in 

Germany or Italy in 2009, . . . the average number 

of full-time-equivalent workers on STC would have 

approached one million.  In other words, with STC 

usage at European levels, as many as one in eight of 

the roughly 8 million jobs lost during the recession 

could potentially have been saved.”  

“[E]xtending the availability of STC programs to all 

states and taking the necessary steps to familiarize 

employers with these programs could provide a 

valuable additional tool in the arsenal available for 

responding to economic downturns.”

Katharine Abraham is a professor in the joint program in 

survey methodology at the University of Maryland and 

a former member of the Council of Economic Advisers.  

Susan Houseman is senior economist at the W.E. Upjohn 

Institute for Employment Research.

“Short Time Compensation and Job 
Preservation” 
Wayne Vroman, June 2013

“[E]mployers increasingly rely on permanent job 

separations rather than temporary layoffs when 

they reduce staffing levels.” 

“The prospect of long unemployment duration in 

the future and its serious consequences makes 

it imperative to devise policies that reduce 

occurrences of unemployment and shorten 

unemployment duration. . . .  Unlike some 

other labor market interventions, [short-time 

compensation] is viewed favorably by many labor 

market stakeholders.”

Wayne Vroman is a senior fellow at the Urban Institute. 

 

 

“Work-Sharing: The Quick Route Back to 
Full Employment” 
Dean Baker, June 2011

“Work sharing is not a new idea. The idea of 

shortening work time to create more work has a 

long history. . . .  [In] an economy that is operating 

well below its potential—and projected to remain so 

for much of the next decade—work sharing may be 

the most viable way of bringing the economy back 

closer to full employment.” 

Dean Baker is co-director of the Center for Economic and 

Policy Research.
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Generally, plans should be approved within 30 days of 

receiving the employer’s application. Washington State 

commits to issuing a plan determination (approval 

or denial) within 15 days of receiving a complete 

application. The Layoff Prevention Act specifically 

includes enhancement of systems to automate 

submission and approval of employer work-sharing 

plans as a permissible use of federal STC grants.

D. Streamline Weekly Claim-Filing Process. Because 

work-sharing is a form of unemployment insurance, 

participating employees need to provide individual 

information as part of an initial claim process. Once 

employer plans are approved, employers are required 

to verify the reduction in hours for eligible employees 

each week in order to authorize the issuance of work-

sharing payments. This process can be as simple as 

certifying the accuracy of an automated file document-

ing the percentage reduction in hours for participating 

employees in that week. 

However, to date, most states also require that 

employees complete and sign individual weekly 

certifications that are then transmitted to the UI 

agency by the employer. The primary reason for this 

requirement is to verify any outside earnings the 

employee has received from a non-work-sharing 

employer. Three states (Rhode Island, Missouri 

and Connecticut) exempt outside earnings in the 

calculation of work-sharing benefits and, as a result, 

are able to process payments based on the employer’s 

certified file and without the need for weekly claim-

filing by employees. Other states should consider this 

approach as a means of improving administrative ease 

of operation and generating greater employer interest 

in the program.30

States have adopted a variety of practices to facilitate 

weekly claim-filing, ranging from regularly scheduled 

new-employer orientation and training sessions to step-

by-step processes posted on agency websites. Making 

sure the company staff responsible for processing work-

sharing claims has early and complete understanding 

of all the steps necessary to generate prompt payment 

of benefits is critical to program success.

E. Combine Work-Sharing With Approved Training. 

Employers opting for work-sharing in lieu of layoffs are 

generally anticipating that the need to reduce labor 

costs will be temporary. Frequently, there are more fac-

tors at play than the normal ups and downs of an in-

dustry business cycle, or even a larger economic con-

traction like the Great Recession. In some instances, 

the employer is changing a product line or introducing 

a new product or service. Such operational shifts may 

involve new machinery, equipment, software, or other 

technological upgrades. Businesses making such tran-

sitions often need to invest in training of their work-

force in order to ensure they have the requisite skills 

and knowledge to operate in the new environment.

The Layoff Prevention Act specifically calls for state 

work-sharing programs to allow employers to combine 

the reduction of schedules with state-approved 

training.31 While not a viable option for on-the-job 

training (which must be compensated under federal 

wage-and-hour law), work-sharing can be leveraged 

effectively with classroom-type training under the 

right circumstances. For example, a manufacturer 

with a product line that is experiencing reduced 

sales likely faces a continuing stream of employee 

layoffs. Management believes the addition of a new 

product could turn business around, but the current 

workforce is not trained in operating the much more 

highly automated machinery. By reducing employee 

hours, the business can ensure sufficient productivity 

to meet existing demands while simultaneously 

providing the requisite training (compensated by 

work-sharing benefits) to bridge the transition to the 

more technologically advanced workplace needed to 

support the new product line.

F. Better Data Management Systems. Entering the 

Great Recession, work-sharing had a very low profile 

in almost all of the states with existing programs. While 

marketing and employer-outreach recommendations 
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REQUIRED ELEMENTS FOR STATE  
WORK-SHARING PROGRAMS 

Under the Layoff Prevention Act of 2012*

 

In order to qualify for federal administrative grants for program implementation 

and promotion and enrollment, state work-sharing laws must include the following 

features: 

•  Employer participation is voluntary.

•  Employers reduce employee hours in lieu of layoffs.

•  Employees whose hours are reduced by at least 10 percent but not more 

than 60 percent (as determined by the state) are not disqualified from 

unemployment compensation.

•  Employees receive a pro-rated share of the unemployment benefits they 

would have received if totally unemployed.

•  Employees meet work availability and work- search requirements if they are 

available for their work week as required.

•  Eligible employees may participate in appropriate training approved by the 

state UI agency.

•  If health and retirement benefits are provided, employers must certify that 

those benefits will not be reduced due to participation in the STC program.

•  The employer must submit a written plan to the state UI agency describing 

how it will implement requirements of the STC program (including a plan to 

give advance notice, where feasible, to employees whose work week will 

be reduced), as well as an estimate of the number of layoffs that would have 

occurred but for the STC program.

•  The employer’s plan must be consistent with employer obligations under 

applicable federal and state laws.

•  States can request and the Secretary of Labor can approve such other 

provisions that are determined to be appropriate for the purposes of STC.

*  For more detail regarding the Layoff Prevention Act of 2012 (Subtitle D of Title II of the 

Middle Class Tax Relief and Job Creation Act), refer to:

*  Unemployment Insurance Program Letter 12-22 (June 18, 2012)

*  Seizing the Moment: A Guide to Adopting State Work Sharing Legislation after the 
Layoff Prevention Act of 2012. Ridley, Neil and Wentworth, George.  (NELP/CLASP), 
December 2012.

http://www.nelp.org/page/-/UI/2012/Seizing-Moment-Work-Sharing-State-Legislation-Guide.pdf?nocdn=1
http://www.nelp.org/page/-/UI/2012/Seizing-Moment-Work-Sharing-State-Legislation-Guide.pdf?nocdn=1
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are documented in Section IV below, it is clear that 

states need to do a better job of generating useful 

information about work-sharing, both for purposes of 

more effective program management and to document 

the value of work-sharing to employers considering us-

ing the program. Because there have been few federal 

reporting requirements to date, states have often not 

fully integrated work-sharing into their UI data systems. 

States should use federal work-sharing grants to im-

prove data systems in order to track employer plans 

(by size, industry and other relevant measures) and par-

ticipant information, and to generate metrics and man-

agement reports that will inform state decision-making 

about how best to target work-sharing outreach.

G. Flexibility in Extension of Employer Plans. State 

work-sharing programs vary in duration of plan approv-

al. The most common duration for work-sharing plans 

is six months with the potential for a six-month renewal. 

Some states have recently enacted statutory limits on 

plan durations and frequency in order to guard against 

employers relying on work-sharing as an ongoing busi-

ness model instead of as a temporary measure to avert 

layoffs.32 On the other hand, during the Great Reces-

sion, many countries (including Germany) extended the 

potential duration of work-sharing plans in response to 

the prolonged nature of the economic downturn.33 

While states should institute monitoring to make sure 

that work-sharing employers have a plan to return to 

full employment, they should also be flexible enough to 

respond to situations in which slack business conditions 

extend longer than projected. The six-month plan 

and possible six-month renewal is an approach that 

has generally proven effective for existing programs. 

More than a year of work-sharing activity generally 

results in benefit reductions attributable to reduced 

wages in workers’ UI base periods. But a state work-

sharing policy that aims to favor hours reductions and 

avert layoffs should recognize the good-faith efforts 

of businesses trying to navigate uncertain business 

conditions for up to a year.
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T
he Layoff Prevention Act specifies that two-thirds 

of a state’s work-sharing grant may be used for 

promotion and enrollment activities such as outreach 

to the business community or educating employers 

about the program. This section describes approaches 

that some states use to market and advertise work-

sharing, to link work-sharing to their rapid response 

systems and to identify employers who may be facing 

layoff decisions.

A. Start with Federal Resources. The U.S. Department 

of Labor’s Office of Unemployment Insurance has de-

veloped a short-time compensation website (http://stc.

workforce3one.org) that provides states with a wide 

range of useful resources for developing a strong 

work-sharing marketing strategy. In addition to all rel-

evant federal administrative and legislative guidance, 

the site provides a comprehensive business-outreach 

toolkit, links to state work-sharing websites, customiz-

able business-outreach templates, and a variety of fact 

sheets and presentation materials. The USDOL web-

site should be the first stop for state administrators de-

veloping a plan for increasing employer usage of work-

sharing as an alternative to layoffs. 

B. Work-Sharing Websites. All of the states that have 

been most successful in marketing work-sharing have 

websites that provide businesses and workers a clear 

and thorough explanation of the program and how to 

apply. Typically, these sites feature hyperlinks to pro-

motional brochures, business testimonials, program 

requirements, employer-plan applications, and fre-

quently asked questions and answers. The Oregon 

website has an e-mail feature where the public poses 

work-share questions and responses are posted by 

the agency. Washington’s website includes a YouTube 

video explaining the program and posts testimonials 

from employers from a variety of industries. 

C. High-Level Sponsorship. Having the state’s gov-

ernor or top labor official promote work-sharing as a 

smart option for businesses facing temporary down-

turns can be critical. In March 2009, after Connecti-

cut’s then-Governor M. Jodi Rell issued a press release 

that reminded employers struggling with the full impact 

of the Great Recession that they might avert layoffs 

through the state’s Shared Work Program, plan appli-

cations tripled within months.34 

D. Partner with Business Groups and Economic De-

velopment Agencies. To increase the visibility of work-

sharing among employers, states have learned that it 

is key to connect with leadership of state and regional 

chambers of commerce and trade associations. For a 

struggling business considering a governmental pro-

gram as part of a strategy for economic survival, an  

endorsement from a business membership organiza-

tion can be the factor that tips the balance in favor of 

participation. Nearly all the states that have had the 

highest levels of participation have worked collab-

oratively with statewide business and manufacturing 

associations in their outreach efforts, which include 

large-group presentations at monthly meetings and 

annual conferences, as well as one-on-one follow-up 

in response to individual business-member requests.

Rhode Island’s marketing strategy recognizes that the 

first point of contact for a business facing layoffs may 

be an economic development agency. Staff who deal 

with businesses in distress are trained to inform these 

employers about work-sharing.35 Washington State has 

used its federal STC grant to expand its outreach to 

IV. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR PROMOTING AND 
MARKETING WORK-SHARING PROGRAMS

http://stc.workforce3one.org/
http://stc.workforce3one.org/
http://www.esd.wa.gov/uibenefits/faq/shared-work.php
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Mark Soycher is an attorney who works for Connecticut Business & 

Industry Association (CBIA), the state’s largest business organization. 

As manager of CBIA’s Human Resources and Consulting Services, 

he spends most days on the phone providing advice to business 

owners and HR professionals on the full range of employment law 

issues they face in running their businesses.

“I love my job, but during the recession, work was frequently draining and demoralizing. 

Nearly every conversation was about desperate strategies to keep the doors open, 

cost-cutting, layoffs, unemployment insurance.” Soycher recalls, “For many of our 

members, laying off long-time employees was a last resort. So when I would tell a 

member company about Connecticut’s Shared Work program, it was often like I was 

offering up the first encouraging news they had heard in a long time.”

“These members—especially manufacturers—knew they had less work to offer their 

workforce and that they would have to incur some UI costs. But they also expected that 

the storm would eventually pass, and they hated the idea of losing valued workers and 

having to rebuild and train new workers from scratch on the other side of the downturn. 

Shared Work offered an answer—a flexible program that allowed them to preserve their 

talent pools and institutional knowledge while helping maintain morale by committing 

to employee job security at a time when lots of their neighbors were losing their jobs.”

Soycher credits the state’s Department of Labor with recognizing the need to process 

employer plans promptly since quick implementation was critical for many employers 

who needed to achieve savings immediately. He notes: “I advised employers to submit 

plans covering as broad a group of workers as possible so that they could have 

options as to whose hours were reduced each week. Our members appreciated that 

it was possible to rotate which employees went on Shared Work each week, based on 

individual, department and production needs.”

The CBIA has become a major booster of the Shared Work program, and has worked 

with the Connecticut DOL to educate its member companies about how the program 

can be an important tool for employers facing a temporary business downturn. Soycher 

thinks much more can be done to publicize the value of work-sharing. “Shared Work 

doesn’t fit every situation, but it is an option that every business should have in their 

HR toolkit when there is a need to reduce personnel costs in the short term,  but a 

commitment to preserve valued employees over the long haul.” 

WHY WORK-SHARING IS GOOD FOR BUSINESS 
Mark Soycher, Connecticut Business and Industry Association 
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all kinds of business associations through in-person 

presentations at trade shows and conferences and 

other speaking engagements, as well as webinars 

and a video presentation that corresponds with 

informational brochures. 

The Connecticut Department of Labor has partnered 

with the Connecticut Business and Industry Association 

(CBIA) in promoting work-sharing to its members; those 

efforts intensified during the recession (see “Why 

Work-Sharing is Good for Business” on page 20). CBIA 

recently started airing an informational commercial for 

the program on its website. 

E. Promote Work-Sharing Through Other Employer 

Communications. Successful work-sharing states  

often piggyback on their routine UI communications 

to market the program. In California, marketing of the 

work-sharing program is integrated with all marketing 

and promotional activities conducted for UI benefit 

programs and coordinated with the California Employ-

er Advisory Council. Employers receive information 

about work-sharing in mailings whenever they estab-

lish an employer account and frequently in employer 

newsletters distributed with quarterly tax statements. 

Missouri relies heavily on social media and targeted 

employer emails. 

Many state employment security agencies employ 

business-services staff who regularly interact with 

employers on a variety of issues related to workforce 

development, employee recruitments, unemployment 

insurance, and other human-resources needs. States 

such as Rhode Island, Connecticut and Washington 

have integrated work-sharing promotional materials 

and presentations into their business-services 

portfolios.

F. Linking with the Rapid-Response System. Rapid-

response services are a required activity under the 

federal Workforce Investment Act (WIA), as well as the 

Workforce Innovation and Opportunities Act (WIOA), 

which becomes effective in July 2015. When employers 

file mass-layoff notices under the WARN Act or 

otherwise give notice of future layoffs or plant closures, 

state employment security agencies are typically part 

of a multi-agency team dispatched to respond with 

critical information and services, including information 

on layoff aversion. States have several layoff-aversion 

options to offer, such as WIA-funded incumbent-worker 

training, employer-loan programs for employee-skill 

upgrading, Trade Adjustment Assistance for firms, 

alternative business-ownership options, and, of course, 

work-sharing.

Many states aggressively promote work-sharing as 

a layoff-aversion tool through their rapid-response 

activities. Rhode Island connected its WorkShare and 

rapid-response programs before the recession began 

in 2007 and offered the WorkShare program as an 

option to those employers it identified as contemplating 

layoffs. Personal contact with the employer’s human-

resources manager as soon as possible after notice 

of the possible layoffs is cited as essential since the 

window for a business re-thinking a layoff decision is 

typically short, if it exists at all.

G. Conduct Research to Identify Employers That 

Might Benefit From Work-Sharing. One issue consis-

tently identified by program administrators is the need 

to make employers aware of the benefits of work-shar-

ing early enough to inform and influence the business 

decision to institute layoffs or not. Once an employer 

has announced its intent to lay off workers, it is much 

less likely to reconsider such an action in favor of a 

more widespread reduction in hours. For this reason, 

it is important for states to analyze their own economic 

and industry data to identify employers that may derive 

some value from the program at a future date.

State employment security agencies have responsibility 

for collecting employment and unemployment data for 

state and federal economic reports, including industry 

http://www5.cbia.com/newsroom/article/category/businessminute/
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and local area employment trends. In addition, UI 

agencies maintain records of employer layoff histories. 

This data can be mined strategically to identify 

industries and employers that have some history of 

temporary non-seasonal declines in employment 

followed by returns to full employment. 

Washington, one of the first states to receive a 

federal STC grant, is using that funding to employ 

data warehousing as a means of identifying potential 

work-sharing employers. Grant-funded staff explore 

and identify industry trends, distressed counties, and 

occupational information through an interactive web 

tool that is customizable by audience. This review 

of economic trends to identify at-risk employers 

has provided many leads and helped re-shape the 

marketing of the program. 
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I
n the five years of economic recovery since the recession ended, nearly two-million jobs 

in mid-wage and higher-wage industries have been replaced by lower-wage jobs that 

cannot sustain middle-class families. In the current labor market, employers still exercise 

great caution in expanding their workforces and increasing payroll costs. In this business 

climate, work-sharing provides employers the opportunity to simultaneously navigate 

periodic business contractions and avert worker unemployment (and the potentially 

devastating consequences of long-term unemployment). States should use federal 

incentive dollars to expand and improve their work-sharing programs, while conducting 

vigorous business outreach and education. For states that succeed in these efforts, 

businesses facing the need to cut personnel costs in the future will routinely consider 

work-sharing as an alternative to layoffs.

CONCLUSION
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